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Environment & Safety Resource Center

Your complete solution for environment and safety compliance coverage and guidance.

800.372.1033
bna.com/ehsresource
Get thorough, comprehensive coverage of laws, regulations, policies, and trends at federal, state, and international levels with the Environment & Safety Resource Center™. This service delivers comprehensive information on environmental and safety issues, integrated with analysis, full-text materials, and objective reports.

Expect the most reliable, results-oriented information—on time and on target—backed by more than 80 Bloomberg Environment editorial and subject-matter experts who organize, edit, analyze, and constantly update the highly specialized content on the Resource Center.

- **Get thorough coverage** of the complete spectrum of environmental and safety issues, with seamlessly linked analysis, full-text materials, objective reports, and editorial enhancements.
- **Monitor changes** to federal and state laws and regulations with daily updates, BNA Compare™, and custom Chart Builders.
- **Locate data on federal regulations** governing tens of thousands of chemicals with the quickest, easiest guide available.
- **Expand your horizons** with extensive international information, including Canadian and Mexican environmental and safety laws and regulations, European Union directives and regulations, profiles for more than 65 countries, and important treaties.
- **Keep pace with decisional trends** by reviewing thousands of significant rulings from federal and state courts and administrative agencies in full text, headnoted and classified by our legal editors.
- **Never miss another deadline** with a multiyear calendar of legal and regulatory compliance dates.
- **Obtain hard-to-find documents**, including agency guidance and policy documents.

**Subject Areas**
- Air pollution
- Biotechnology
- Chemicals
- Coastal zone management
- Community right-to-know
- Drinking water
- Endangered species
- Food safety
- Hazardous materials transportation
- Hazardous waste
- Hazardous waste cleanup (Superfund)
- Mining
- Occupational safety and health
- Oil and gas industry
- Pesticides
- Radiation
- Solid waste
- Toxic substances
- Water quality and supply

Expert Analysis
Editorial review of laws and regulations, plain-English explanations, comparisons of federal and state provisions, and practical guidance.

ChemCite Research Suite
Get easy access to more than 5,000 federal, state, and international lists to determine how a chemical is regulated across a variety of jurisdictions.

Find Related Documents
Click for Bloomberg Environment analysis of the document you’re viewing and a list of all related documents.

Gain a new perspective with in-depth, results-oriented guidance.
Saves you time and effort.

Chart Builder
Select states and EHS topics to generate a side-by-side comparison of regulatory requirements within the U.S. Save your charts and rely on automatic updates to save you valuable time.

Compare Versions
Compare changes to different versions of your selected regulation.

Safety Gold Topics
Navigate safety topics to find applicable Safety Guide content, key regulations, case headnotes, safety talks and posters, and practical checklists.

Rely on our extensive network of reporters, editors, and leading legal experts to deliver insights to help you achieve the results you need.
Environment & Safety Resource Center
The only source you need for complete EHS information — versatile, easy to use, and continuously updated.

1. Latest Developments
   Get complete, timely, and authoritative coverage of environmental developments with Environment & Energy Report™.

2. Environment & Safety Decisions
   Bloomberg Environment’s collection of full-text rulings from federal and state courts as well as administrative agencies ensures you can track the latest critical court decisions.

3. Expert Analysis
   Explanatory materials from industry experts and Bloomberg Environment editors clarify complex regulatory language.

4. Chart Builder
   Create custom compliance charts comparing state requirements from the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act and much more.

5. Federal Laws and Regulations
   Access federal regulations and statutes, guidance and agency documents, and executive orders to ensure compliance with federal requirements.

6. State Laws and Regulations
   Search our comprehensive database of state environment and safety laws and regulations and register summaries.
“Bloomberg Environment covers all our bases with up-to-date, precise, trustworthy information. We use the Global EHS Resource Center™ and Environment & Safety Resource Center™ to stay on top of local, state, and regional laws and regs. And we have ChemCite® available to us to ensure that we’re up to speed on the ever-changing ‘lists of lists.’ Bloomberg BNA supports us in our efforts to understand and meet continuing changes in chemical and product requirements.”

Sheila A. Kappelmeier
Product Steward
W.L. Gore & Associates

“When I receive Bloomberg Environment email alerts each day, I send them to my team because the alerts provide valuable Federal Register and state regulatory updates. Whether my colleagues are in the corporate office or our field locations throughout North America, they find the comprehensive information Bloomberg BNA provides helpful.”

Loren Polak
Retired Director of Environmental Management
Bunge North America, Inc.

“I can’t even imagine the level of effort it would have taken trying to track that down some other way.

I was able to use the Chart Builder to create a spreadsheet with all 13 states listed and their specific requirements for asbestos, lead based paint, and radon. It only took a couple of minutes to pull together.”

Brent A. Graves, LPG
Chief Operating Officer
SESCO Group

Formats & Frequency

Environment & Safety Resource Center updated daily online. Email summaries also available.

To learn more, contact your Bloomberg Environment representative.
Call 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com/ehsresource